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Students are expected to write a book review essay at least once during their academic write my 

essay career. This type of assignment is relatively easy as compared with other types of papers. Thus, any 

student can do it well if he or she follows the basic guidelines given below: 

  

 

  

Choose a book that you like and read it thoroughly. As far as possible, choose an interesting book to review. 

You will have better results if you show your knowledge about this subject rather than reviewing an 

uninteresting one. Make sure that the book was published recently (within two years). It goes without 

saying that you should never discuss a book that has been written long ago even though it may be quite 

popular and good. This is because people's opinions essay writing service change; hence, your review will be 

out of date. This rule also applies to books written by famous authors. 

  

The next step is to make a list of topics that the book covers. List not only major events and characters but 

also main points and ideas (or author's arguments). By making such a list you will be able to organize your 

essay better. Also this technique will help you think more clearly about these points before writing. If 

necessary, read the introduction or certain important parts once again in order to remember them well. 
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It is advisable that you study the structure of this assignment beforehand; it would be very useful if you 

could see an example paper from someone whose work you appreciate and can follow its style. Usually, your 

professor will give you some instructions regarding the structure of this essay writer. In case no directions 

have been given, try to organize it according to the following scheme: Introduction (summarizing author's 

standpoint), Points in favor of the book and against it (pros and cons), Final conclusion or evaluation. 

 

 

Once you've decided on a topic and made a list of main ideas/points, start writing your review. Try not to 

put all facts about a certain character or event in separate points; combine them whenever possible and 

provide additional information when needed instead of just listing random facts. Do not hesitate to mention 

things that were not mentioned by the author but are very important for understanding his/her point of 

view, such as the modern meaning of a write my paper certain event or idea, modern opinions about 

characters etc. 

 

 

Most importantly, try to write your review in your own words using some examples; do not simply copy the 

book's information (use only important points). If you need to use the author's quotes and paraphrases 

make sure that they are written correctly (use a dictionary if necessary) so that your teacher will be able to 

easily understand what exactly has been said. Your instructor may request you to provide evidence for all 

statements made throughout this essay. Therefore, avoid making general claims (for example, "This book is 

one of the best ever written."); instead support them using specific examples. It doesn't matter where you 

place your examples as long as they have supporting value. You may start with an example, or you may end 

the paper with it, but make sure that they are properly used. 

 

 

End your review on a note of judgment: whether you liked this book and would recommend it to others or 

not (this is optional). Also feel free to discuss some of the most interesting points in more detail if 

necessary; by doing this you will be able to better present your own opinion. As a rule, do not forget about 

transitions between paragraphs/parts/points; otherwise it will be very hard for your reader to follow your 

ideas. Use "however" when changing the paper writing service subject and "furthermore" for adding new 

information before making another point. These words can help you connect different parts of your text. You 

may also use "in addition", "on the other hand" and other tools for creating smooth transitions between 

ideas. 

 

Useful Resources: 

  

Are Essay Writers Legit 

  

Who is the Best Essay Writer? 

  

Where Can I Find the Best Professional Essay Writers? 
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Is It Legal to Work With a Cheap Essay Writer? 

  

Can I Pay an Online Essay Writer to Write My Essay? 

  

How Can I Get Online Essay Writer Help? 
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